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year's campaigning despite the failure to defeat and destroy the
French field army. The results achieved in this theatre were
the more important as elsewhere things had not gone well for
the Allies : the French, with the assistance of the Bavarians,
had driven the Imperialists from all the line of the middle
and upper Rhine, and a combined expedition against Cadiz,
mismanaged by Rooke and Ormonde, ended in a discreditable
fiasco.
The next year, 1703, was also destined to be a disappointing
one. Marlborough's design, ambitious enough for these days,
was to pursue his advantage of the previous campaign and
counterbalance the French successes on the Rhine by invading
Flanders and Brabant; but he was, as might have been
expected, unable to induce his timorous and pedantic Allies to
agree to a project so seemingly hazardous, and had to content
himself with sitting down to the siege of Bonn. This fortress
having fallen into his hands, he conceived a new combined
operation by which the Dutch were to seize Antwerp while he
himself contained the main French army under Villeroi on the
middle Meuse, and a secondary Dutch force carried out a
diversion against Ostend. The scheme, which promised
important results, was ruined by the disobedience and incom-
petence of the Dutch generals who had perforce been entrusted
with the execution of the operations in Flanders ; Villeroi
managed to arrive in time to rescue Antwerp, and though
Marlborough, following him up, managed to entice him from
the shelter of the fortress, the field deputies once more inter-
vened to forbid a battle. The Duke thereupon made a rapid
counter - march to the ]yieuse, captured Huy, and was even
prepared to assault the incomplete hostile lines north of Namur
but for the unwillingness of his colleagues to enter upon so
risky an operation. Accordingly the campaign was ^ tamely
concluded by the capture of the petty fortress of Limburg.
The lack of decisive success in the Netherlands was all the more
regrettable because the situation elsewhere had turned decisively
to the disadvantage of the Alliance. A French and Bavarian
force united on the Danube had defeated the Imperialist army
opposed to it and secured an open road to Vienna and an
assured base on the Rhine, while the adhesion of Portugal and
Savoy to the Alliance seemed likely to prove a remote rather
than a present advantage.
To Marlborough it was clear at the opening of the campaign
of 1704 that the menace to the heart of the Empire and to the
continued existence of the Alliance afforded by the rapid hostile
progress in south Germany called for a more heroic remedy
than a continuance of the tedious operations in Flanders.

